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Abstract: In this contribution, we consider structural decentralized DES and supplement
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade a great variety of ideas have been
studied to reduce the complexity of synthesis algo-
rithms for the supervisory control of discrete event
systems (Rudie and Wonham, 1992; Jiang et al., 2001;
Yoo and Lafortune, 2000; Hubbard and Caines, 2002;
da Cunha et al., 2002; Zhong and Wonham, 1990; Lee
and Wong, 2002; Wong and Wonham, 1996). A key
ingredient of promising approaches is to assume or
to impose a particular control architecture, such that
computationally expensive product compositions of
individual subsystems can be either avoided altogether
or at least postponed to a more favorable stage in the
design process. Our contribution builds on two recent
results from this category, namely structural decentral-
ized control and hierarchical control.

The decentralized control architecture proposed by
Lee and Wong (2002) addresses plant models that
are composed of a number of subsystems, which are
coupled via shared events. Specifications are given
for each subsystem individually, and the task is to
synthesize individual supervisors. As the subsystems
are coupled, synthesis will in general need to refer to
the synchronous product of all subsystems. Conditions
under which such product can be avoided are given in
Lee and Wong (2002).

In hierarchical architectures (Zhong and Wonham,
1990; da Cunha et al., 2002; Hubbard and Caines,
2002), controller synthesis is based on a plant ab-
straction (high-level model), which is supposed to
be less complex than the original plant model (low-
level model). Technically, abstractions can be defined
as language projections. While from worst case sce-
narios projections are known to be of exponential
computational complexity, application relevant cases
with polynomial complexity are identified in Wong
(1997). An important question is how to derive the
plant abstraction, such that a high-level controller can
be implemented by available low-level control actions
(hierarchical consistency). A characterization of this
property is given in Zhong and Wonham (1990).

In this paper, we consider the decentralized setting of
Lee and Wong (2002), where the overall system is
modelled by the synchronous product of the individual
subsystems. As an abstraction, we propose the natural
language projection based on the shared events. We
then show that this abstraction does comply with hi-
erarchical consistency as defined in Zhong and Won-
ham (1990). Furthermore, the high-level model can
be computed by the synchronous product of the pro-
jections of the individual subsystems (rather than the
projection of the product of the individual subsys-
tems). Whenever the projections of the subsystems
behave computationally nicely, this change of order



promises a substantial computational benefit. This is
demonstrated by an example.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Basic notations
and definitions of supervisory control theory are re-
called in Section 2. Section 3 and Section 4 introduce
structural decentralized and hierarchical control of
discrete event systems, respectively. In Section 5, both
methods are combined so as to form a decentralized
and hierarchical control architecture. A comprehen-
sive example in Section 6 illustrates our contribution.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We recall basic facts from supervisory control theory.
(Wonham, 2001; Cassandras and Lafortune, 1999).

For a finite alphabetΣ, the set of all finite strings
over Σ is denotedΣ∗. We write s1s2 ∈ Σ∗ for the
concatenation of two stringss1, s2 ∈ Σ∗. We write
s1 ≤ swhens1 is aprefixof s, i.e. if there exists a string
s2 ∈ Σ∗ with s = s1s2. The empty string is denoted
ε ∈ Σ∗, i.e.sε = εs= s for all s∈ Σ∗. A languageover
Σ is a subsetH ⊆Σ∗. Theprefix closureof H is defined
by H := {s1 ∈ Σ∗|∃s∈ H s.t. s1 ≤ s}. A languageH
is prefix closedif H = H.

The natural projection pi : Σ∗ → Σ∗
i , i = 1,2, for the

(not necessarily disjoint) unionΣ = Σ1∪Σ2 is defined
iteratively: (1) let pi(ε) := ε; (2) for s∈ Σ∗, σ ∈ Σ,
let pi(sσ) := pi(s)σ if σ ∈ Σi , or pi(sσ) := pi(s)
otherwise. The set-valued inverse ofpi is denoted
p−1

i : Σ∗
i → 2Σ∗

, p−1
i (t) := {s ∈ Σ∗| pi(s) = t}. The

synchronous product H1||H2 ⊆ Σ∗ of two languages
Hi ⊆ Σ∗

i is H1||H2 = p−1
1 (H1)∩ p−1

2 (H2) ⊆ Σ∗.

A finite automatonis a tupleG = (X,Σ,δ,x0,Xm),
whereX is the finite set ofstates; Σ is the finite alpha-
bet of events; δ : X ×Σ → X is the partialtransition
function; x0 ∈ X is theinitial state; andXm ⊆ X is the
set ofmarked states. We writeδ(x,σ)! if δ is defined
at (x,σ). In order to extendδ to a partial function
on X×Σ∗, recursively letδ(x,ε) := x andδ(x,sσ) :=
δ(δ(x,s),σ), whenever bothx′ = δ(x,s) andδ(x′,σ)!.
L(G) := {s∈ Σ∗ : δ(x0,s)!} andLm(G) := {s∈ L(G) :
δ(x0,s) ∈ Xm} are theclosedand marked language
generated by the finite automatonG, respectively. For
a formal definition of the synchronous composition
of two automataG1 andG2 we refer to e.g. Cassan-
dras and Lafortune (1999) and note thatL(G1||G2) =
L(G1)||L(G2).

WhenL(G) represents the plant behavior in a supervi-
sory control context, we writeΣ = Σc∪Σu, Σc∩Σu =
/0, to distinguishcontrollable(Σc) anduncontrollable
(Σu) events. Acontrol patternis a setγ, Σu ⊆ γ ⊆ Σ,
and the set of all control patterns is denotedΓ ⊆ 2Σ.
A supervisoris a mapS: L(G) → Γ, whereS(s) rep-
resents the set of enabled events after the occurrence
of string s; i.e. a supervisor can disable controllable
events only. The languageL(S/G) generated byG
under supervisionS is iteratively defined by (1)ε ∈

L(S/G) and (2)sσ ∈ L(S/G) iff s∈ L(S/G),σ ∈ S(s)
and sσ ∈ L(G). Thus,L(S/G) represents the behav-
ior of the closed-loop system. To take into account
the marking ofG, let Lm(S/G) := L(S/G)∩ Lm(G).
The closed-loop system isnonblockingif Lm(S/G) =
L(S/G), i.e. if each string inL(S/G) is the prefix of a
marked string inLm(S/G).

A languageH is said to be controllable w.r.t.L(G)
if there exists a supervisorS such thatH = L(S/G).
The set of all languages that are controllable w.r.t.
L(G) is denotedC (L(G)) and can be characterized
by C (L(G)) = {H ⊆ L(G)| ∃S s.t. H = L(S/G)}.
Furthermore, the setC (L(G)) is closed under arbi-
trary union. Hence, for everyspecificationlanguageE
there uniquely exists asupremal controllable sublan-
guageof E w.r.t. L(G), which is formally defined as
κL(G)(E) := ∪{K ∈ C (L(G))| K ⊆ E}. A supervisor
S that leads to a closed-loop behaviorκL(G)(E) is
said to bemaximal permissive. A maximal permissive
supervisor can be realized on the basis of a generator
of κL(G)(E). The latter can be computed fromG and
a generator ofE. The computational complexity is of
order O(N2M2), whereN and M are the number of
states inG and the generator ofE, respectively.

A languageE is Lm-closedif E∩Lm = E and the set of
Lm(G)-closed languages is denotedFLm(G). For spec-
ificationsE ∈ FLm(G), the plantL(G) is nonblocking
under maximal permissive supervision.

3. STRUCTURAL DECENTRALIZED DES

Structural decentralized DES as proposed in Lee and
Wong (2002) are composed of subsystems, realized by
finite state automataGi , i = 1,2, . . . ,n with respective
alphabetsΣi . The synchronization of each two subsys-
temsGi andG j is organized via shared eventsΣi ∩Σ j .

Definition 3.1. A decentralized control system(DCS)
consists of subsystems, modelled by finite state au-
tomataGi , i = 1, . . . ,n over the respective alphabets
Σi . The overall system is defined asG := ||ni=1Gi over
the alphabetΣ :=

Sn
i=1 Σi . The controllable and uncon-

trollable events areΣi,c := Σi ∩Σc andΣi,u := Σi ∩Σu,
respectively, whereΣc∪Σu = Σ andΣc∩Σu = /0. For
brevity and convenience, letL := L(G), Lm := Lm(G),
Li := L(Gi), andLi,m := Lm(Gi).

For our applications we assume local specifications
Ei ∈ FLi,m ⊆ Σ∗

i , i = 1, . . . ,n for each subsystemGi .
Relative to the overall alphabetΣ, the Ei become
(pi)

−1(Ei), where pi : Σ∗ → Σ∗
i denotes the natural

projection. Taking into account the languageL of G,
the global specification isE =

Tn
i=1(pi)

−1(Ei)∩L.

There are two approaches for generating a supervisor
implementing the given set of specifications: the syn-
thesis of a monolithic supervisorSfor the overall spec-
ification E leading to the closed languageL(S/G) =
κL(E) of the supervised system, and the synthesis of



local supervisorsSi for Gi andEi , i = 1, . . . ,n resulting
in ||ni=1L(Si/Gi) =

Tn
i=1(pi)

−1
(

κLi (Ei)
)

∩ L; for the
second approach see Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Structural Decentralized Control Structure

In Lee and Wong (2002), conditions under which
both approaches lead to the same overall result are
developed. Thus, fori = 1, . . . ,n the following holds:

n\
i=1

(pi)
−1(κLi (Ei)) = κL(E) , (1)

pi(κL(E)) is nonblocking w.r.t.Li,m. (2)

Theorem 3.1.(Structural Decentralized DES Lee and
Wong (2002)). Using notation as in Definition 3.1,
denote the natural projectionpi j

i : (Σi ∪ Σ j)
∗ → Σ∗

i .
Suppose thatEi ∈FLi,m and that fori, j = 1, . . . ,n, i 6= j

(i) Li,m marksΣi ∩Σ j , i.e.

Σ∗
i (Σi ∩Σ j)∩Li,m ⊆ Li,m(Σi ∩Σ j) (3)

(ii) Li andL j are mutually controllable, i.e.

Li(Σ j,u∩Σi)∩ pi j
i ((pi j

j )−1(L j)) ⊆ Li (4)

Then (1) and (2) hold.1

In order to discuss the computational complexity, let
N and M denote bounds for the number of states
in Gi and generators ofEi , respectively. ThenNn

and Mn are the respective bounds for the number
of states in the overall system. The computational
complexity of the monolithic synthesis procedure is
O(N2nM2n), whereas it isO(nN2M2) for the local
synthesis approach. It is clear that this benefit does not
come for free. The approach in Lee and Wong (2002)
requires the computation of the language projection
(with exponential worst case complexity) in condition
(4). However,G = ||ni=1Gi need not be computed.

4. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL

We consider the event-based hierarchical control scheme
in Zhong and Wonham (1990) (Figure 2 (a)).

The detailed plant modelG and the supervisorSlo

form a low-level closed-loop system, indicated by
Conlo (control action) andIn f lo (feedback informa-
tion). Similarly, the high-level closed loop consists of
an abstract plant modelGhi and the supervisorShi. The

1 Note also that in this caseE ∈ FLm.

two levels are interconnected viaComhilo andIn f lohi.
The former allowsShi to impose high-level control on
Slo, the latter drives the abstract plantGhi in accor-
dance to the detailed model. From the perspective of
the high-level supervisor, the forward path sequence
Comhilo, Conlo is usually designated “command and
control”, while the feedback path sequenceIn f lohi,
In f hi is identified with “report and advise”. Formally,
the high-level abstraction is defined as follows.

Definition 4.1.(Hierarchical Abstraction). LetG =
(X,Σ,δ,x0,Xm) be a finite automaton andΣhi ⊆ Σ a
set of high-level events. Areporter map2 is a map
θ : Σ∗ → (Σhi)∗ such that (1)θ(ε) = ε and (2) ei-
ther θ(sσ) = θ(s) or θ(sσ) = θ(s)σhi, where σ ∈
Σ, σhi ∈ Σhi. The high-level language is defined by
Lhi := θ(L(G)). The high-level marking is chosen s.t.
Lhi

m ⊆ Lhi, whereLhi
m is required to be regular. The

canonical recognizer ofLhi
m is denotedGhi, and hence,

L(Ghi) = Lhi, Lm(Ghi) = Lhi
m. Finally, high-level con-

trollable and uncontrollable events are denotedΣhi
c and

Σhi
u , respectively, whereΣhi = Σhi

c ∪Σhi
u , Σhi

c ∩Σhi
u = /0.

For our control architecture, not only the high-level
events and the reporter map, but also the choice of
controllable and uncontrollable eventsΣhi

c and Σhi
u

are essential. For the synchronous composition of
subsystems, we will show in Section 5 that this choice
can be based on shared events.

ShiShi
In f hiIn f hi

Conhi
Conhi

GhiGhi

In f lohi
In f lohi

Comhilo
Comhilo

In f lo

In f lo Conlo

Conlo

Slo

Slo G G2

S1 SnS2

G1
Gn

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Hierarchical Control Schemes

For our further discussion, we need to define the
interconnection of low- and high-level supervisors
with the plant.

Definition 4.2.(Hierarchical Control System). Refer-
ring to the notation in Definition 4.1, ahierarchi-
cal control system (HCS)consists ofG, Ghi, Shi and
Slo, where thehigh-level supervisor Shi and thelow-
level supervisor Slo fulfill the following conditions:
Shi : Lhi → Γhi with the high-level control patterns
Γhi := {γ|Σhi

u ⊆ γ ⊆ Σhi}; and Slo : L(G) → Γ with
θ(L(Slo/G)) ⊆ L(Shi/Ghi).

Given a high-level specificationEhi ∈ FLhi
m

, we can

synthesizeShi such thatL(Shi/Ghi) = κLhi(Ehi) with
a nonblocking high-level closed-loop. At this stage,
the remaining task is to implement high-level control
actions for the low-level plant by means ofSlo.

2 In the sequel, we focus our attention on the reporter mapθ = phi,
wherephi is the natural language projection into(Σhi)∗.



Definition 4.3.(Hierarchical Control Problem).
Given G,Ghi,Shi, find a low-level supervisorSlo as
in Definition 4.2 such that the low-level controlled
language of the HCS,L(Slo/G), is nonblocking.

On the one hand, there may not exist a low-level
supervisorSlo such thatθ(L(Slo/G)) = L(Shi/Ghi),
and we end up with a strict subset relation. This is
interpreted as an overoptimistic high-level supervisor
expecting low-level behavior that is not possible. On
the other hand, if the above equation turns out true for
someSlo, it provides a powerful tool to show that the
the low-level is nonblocking. This is one motivation
for the following notion of hierarchical consistency.

Definition 4.4.(Hierarchical Consistency (HC)). The
hierarchical control system in Definition 4.2 ishier-
archically consistentif the following applies:

θ(L(Slo/G)) = L(Shi/Ghi). (5)

There has been a variety of event-based contributions
which tackle the complexity problem associated with
the hierarchical abstraction and which provide appro-
priate definitions of the high-level marking as well as
high-level controllable events in order to prove hierar-
chical consistency. Zhong and Wonham (1990) intro-
duces the notion of strict-output-control-consistency
to guarantee a consistent low-level controller fulfill-
ing a high-level specification. Blocking is not con-
sidered in this approach. da Cunha et al. (2002) uti-
lizes a generalized model for controlled DES in the
high-level to obtain hierarchical consistency without
adding complexity by refining the hierarchy. Moor
et al. (2003) uses Willems’ I/O behaviours to establish
a nonblocking hierarchical control architecture. Other
state-based approaches (Hubbard and Caines, 2002)
use state-aggregation for hierarchical abstraction.

5. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL FOR
DECENTRALIZED SYSTEMS

We discuss how a combination of the decentralized
approach in Section 3 with the hierarchical approach
in Section 4 can improve the computational efficiency
of supervisor synthesis; see Figure 2 (b) for our pro-
posed overall scheme. As our detailed plant model,
we consider a structural decentralized DESG1, . . . Gn,
G = ||ni=1Gi , subject to local feedback control by su-
pervisorsS1, . . . ,Sn. The abstractionGhi of the low-
level closed loop is based on the observation of shared
eventsΣhi via In f lohi. A high-level supervisorShi is
designed to controlGhi, where effect on the low level
is taken viaComhilo and a low-level supervisorSlo.

Definition 5.1. A Hierarchical and Decentralized Con-
trol System (HDCS) consists of the following entities.

• A detailed plant model is a decentralized control
systemG := ||ni=1Gi with subsystemsGi over
respective alphabetsΣi , i = 1, . . . ,n and Σ :=

∪n
i=1Σi . Relevant languages areL := L(G), Lm :=

Lm(G), Li := L(Gi), andLi,m := Lm(Gi), control-
lable and uncontrollable events areΣi,c = Σi ∩Σc

andΣi,u = Σi ∩Σu as in Definition 3.1.
• Local low-level controllers are denotedSi : Li →

Γi , whereΓi are the respective control patterns.
Low-level closed-loop languages are denoted
Lc

i := L(Si/Gi), Lc
i,m := Lc

i ∩ Li,m, Lc := ||ni=1Lc
i ,

Lc
m := ||ni=1Lc

i,m = Lc∩Lm. Also let Gc be a gen-
erator such thatLc = L(Gc), Lc

m = Lm(Gc).
• For the abstraction the reporter map:θ := phi is

used, wherephi : Σ∗ → (Σhi)∗ denotes the natural
projection andΣhi :=

S
i, j,i 6= j(Σi ∩Σ j). The high-

level language isLhi := θ(Lc) and3

Lhi
m := {shi ∈ Lhi| (phi)−1(shi)∩Lc

m 6= /0} ,

with canonical recognizerGhi s.t. Lhi = L(Ghi),
Lhi

m = Lm(Ghi). High-level controllable events are
defined asΣhi

c := Σc∩Σhi andΣhi
u := Σu∩Σhi.

• The high-level supervisor is denotedShi : Lhi →
Γhi with the high-level closed-loop language
L(Shi/Ghi). A valid low-level supervisorSlo : Lc→
Γ must fulfill θ(L(Slo/Gc)) ⊆ L(Shi/Ghi).

Lemma 5.1.(High Level Plant). Assume the control
architecture of Definition 5.1 and letLhi

i = phi(Lc
i ).

Then the high level language is

Lhi = phi(||ni=1Lc
i ) = ||ni=1Lhi

i .

Proof (Sketch): We use induction and the identity
p0(H1||H2) = p0(H1)||p0(H2) for languagesH1 and
H2 with alphabetsΣH1 andΣH2 and the natural projec-
tion p0 : (ΣH1 ∪ΣH2)

∗ → (Σ0)
∗ with Σ0 ⊆ (ΣH1 ∪ΣH2)

and(ΣH1 ∩ΣH2) ⊆ Σ0 as in Wonham (2001). �

The previous lemma enables the computation of the
hierarchical abstraction by only using the hierar-
chically abstracted subsystems and it is not neces-
sary to compute the full low-level plant automa-
ton. Consequently the computational effort reduces
from computing ||ni=1Lc

i and subsequent projection
phi(||ni=1Lc

i ) to first computingphi(Lc
i ) and then eval-

uating ||ni=1phi(Lc
i ). While technically the computa-

tional complexity is of the same order, a significant
computational benefit shows in applications where re-
alizations ofphi(Lc

i ) have less states than those ofLc
i .

For our further discussion, we assume that the low-
level subsystems fulfill conditions (i) and (ii) in The-
orem 3.1 and that the low-level supervisors have been
synthesized to enforce a local specificationEi ∈ FLi,m;
i.e.Lc

i := L(Si/Gi) = κLi (Ei). Thus, as a result of The-
orem 3.1, the low-level is nonblocking, i.e.Lc = Lc

m.

The next theorem gives a possible choice of the low-
level supervisor such that the proposed control archi-
tecture is hierarchically consistent and nonblocking.

Theorem 5.1.(Main Result): Let the hierarchical con-
trol architecture for structural decentralized DES be

3 By constructionLhi
m is regular.



defined as in Definition 5.1 and define the low-level
supervisorSlo for eachs∈ Lc as

Slo(s) := Shi(phi(s))∪ (Σ−Σhi).

Then Slo is valid according to Definition 4.2, the
HDCS is hierarchically consistent and the controller
is maximally permissive. In particular,Slo solves the
hierarchical control problem in Definition 4.3

Proof: We use induction to show thatSlo is valid, i.e.
phi(L(Slo/Gc))⊆L(Shi/Ghi). Obviouslyε∈L(Slo/Gc)
and phi(ε) = ε ∈ L(Shi/Ghi). Pick anys and σ ∈ Σ
with sσ ∈ L(Slo/Gc) and phi(s) ∈ L(Shi/Ghi). Then
eitherσ ∈ Σhi or σ ∈ (Σ−Σhi). In the first case,σ ∈
Slo(s) implies σ ∈ Shi(phi(s)) and, hence,phi(sσ) =
phi(s)σ ∈ L(Shi/Ghi). In the second casephi(sσ) =
phi(s) ∈ L(Shi/Ghi).

We prove hierarchical consistency by induction. As
validity has been established above, we are left to
show phi(L(Slo/Gc)) ⊇ κLhi(Ehi). It is clear thatε ∈
phi(L(Slo/Gc)) andε ∈ κLhi(Ehi). Let shi ∈ κLhi(Ehi)
and shi ∈ phi(L(Slo/Gc)) and assume forσhi ∈ Σhi,
shiσhi ∈ κLhi(Ehi). Thenσhi ∈ Shi(shi) and by defini-
tion of the low-level supervisorSlo,∀s∈ (phi)−1(shi)∩
Lc we know thatσhi ∈ Slo(s). Further on, asshiσhi ∈
Lhi it follows that ∃s′ ∈ Lc s.t. s′ ∈ (phi)−1(shi)
and s′σhi ∈ Lc. But thens′σhi ∈ L(Slo/Gc) and thus
phi(s′σhi) = phi(s′)σhi = shiσhi ∈ phi(L(Slo/Gc)).

For proving nonblocking behavior it must be shown
that L(Slo/Gc) = L(Slo/Gc)∩Lc

m. As L(Slo/Gc) ⊇

L(Slo/Gc)∩Lc
m is obvious, we only proveL(Slo/Gc)⊆

L(Slo/Gc)∩Lc
m. Assume s ∈ L(Slo/Gc) but s 6∈

L(Slo/Gc)∩Lc
m. As L(Slo/Gc) ⊆ Lc

m, s ∈ Lc
m holds,

and thuss 6∈ L(Slo/Gc)∩Lc
m requires that∀u∈ Σ∗ s.t.

su∈ Lc
m, ∃σhi ∈ Σhi and u′,u′′ ∈ Σ∗ s.t. u = u′σhiu′′

andσhi 6∈ Slo(su′) and∀ū′ ≤ u′, sū′ 6∈ Lc
m. 4 Now let

u be such thatsu∈ Lc
m and letσhi, u′, u′′ as above.

Then it holds thatpi(su′)∈ Li,m for i such thatσhi ∈ Σi

because of (3) and∀i s.t. σhi 6∈ Σi (let i1, . . . , im be
the corresponding indices),∃ui ∈ (Σi −Σhi)∗ such that
pi(s)ui ∈ Lc

i,m asLc
i = Lc

i,m. Thussu′ui1ui2 . . .uim ∈ Lc
m

and thuss∈ L(Slo/Gc)∩Lc
m.

For proving maximal permissiveness we assume that
∃S̃lo as in Definition 4.2 s.t.L(Slo/Gc)⊂ L(S̃lo/Gc)⊆
(phi)−1(L(Shi/Ghi)) with Slo from Theorem 5.1. Then
∃s ∈ L(S̃lo/Gc) with shi = phi(s) ∈ L(Shi/Ghi) but
s 6∈ L(Slo/Gc). Because of HC∃s′ ∈ L(Slo/Gc) with
phi(s′) = shi ands= s′u with u ∈ (Σ−Σhi)∗. But we
know that(∀s′u′ < s′u), (Σ−Σhi) ∈ Slo(su′) and thus
s= s′u∈ L(Slo/Gc), which contradicts the assumption
andSlo is maximally permissive. �

By the above theorem, the complexity of synthesis for
the high-level specification becomesO((Nhi)2n(Mhi)2)
compared toO(N2n(Mhi)2) for the local monolithic

4 This means all extensions ofs to a marked string must be disabled
and disabling can only occur if a high-level event is disabled bySlo.

synthesis; whereN, Nhi, Mhi denote number of states
in Gc, Ghi and the canonical recognizer ofEhi, re-
spectively. Again, in the case ofNhi < N we expect
a computational benefit.

6. EXAMPLE

We consider the two cooperating machine cellsG1 and
G2 given in Figure 3. Both machines have 6 states.

a1 a2

a3a4
γ

δ ϕ

a5

a6a7

b1 b2

b3b4
γ

δ ϕ

b5

b6b7

Fig. 3. local machinesG1 andG2

The eventγ represents the start of the cooperation
of the two machines,δ indicates that the cooperation
terminated successfully andϕ represents failure of
the cooperation. The machines evolve independently
while a1, . . . ,a7 or b1, . . . ,b7 occur. Thus the shared
events areΣ1 ∩Σ2 = {γ,δ,ϕ} and the uncontrollable
shared events are{δ,ϕ}.

6.1 Hierarchical Method

Following the lines of Lee and Wong (2002) (3) holds
as all states before shared events are marked. The
mutual controllability condition (4) fori, j = 1,2 is
also valid. For example, from Figure 3 and Figure 45

it can readily be observed thatL1 is controllable w.r.t.
(p12

2 )−1
(

p12
1 (L2)

)

and the event setΣ2u∩Σ1. 6

ϕ

δ
γ ΦΦ

Fig. 4.(p12
2 )−1

(

p12
1 (L2,m)

)

ThusG= G1||G2 constitutes a structural-decentralized
control system and we identifyGas the low-level plant
of a HDCS. The low-level specificationsE1 and E2

in Figure 5 are controllable w.r.t. their respective sub-
systems and are identical to the low-level controlled
subsystemsGc

1 andGc
2.

Now, in addition to low-level supervision, the high-
level specificationEhi in Figure 6 is implemented by
employing our hierarchical control method.Ehi states
that after the occurrence of two successive failures in
cooperation no more cooperation should take place.

5 Φ = {a1,a2,a3,a4,a5,a6,a7}. The corresponding transition is
labeled with a tick asΦ contains controllable events.
6 The reverse relation is obvious because of symmetry.
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Fig. 5. low-level specificationsE1 andE2
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Fig. 6. high-level specificationEhi

For the abstraction,Σhi = {γ,δ,ϕ} and Figure 7 shows
recognizersGhi

1 andGhi
2 of the respective supervised

subsystemsGc
1 andGc

2. It turns out that, in this case,
the computation of the projection is easy as the co-
operating part and the independent part of the two
machines are clearly separated. The high-level plants
have only two states. By computing the synchro-
nous composition of the abstracted subplantsGhi

1 and
Ghi

2 , we obtain the two-state high-level plantGhi =
Ghi

1 ‖Ghi
2 . It is evident that this is easier than computing

phi(Lc
1‖Lc

2), whereGc
1‖Gc

2 has 26 states.

ϕϕ

δδ

γγ

Fig. 7. high-level abstractionsGhi
1 andGhi

2

It can easily be verified thatEhi is controllable
w.r.t. L(Ghi) and the high-level controlled language
L(Shi/Ghi) equalsEhi with a 5-state recognizer. Be-
cause of Theorem 5.1 the low-level supervisorSlo(s)=
Shi(phi(s))∪ (Σ−Σhi) realizes the desired high-level
behavior and implements non-blocking and maxi-
mally permissive behavior in the low level.

6.2 Comparison with other methods

For the standard RW control synthesis the overall
plant and specification automata have 26 states and
14 states, respectively and the supervised plant has 77
states. For applying the method of Zhong and Won-
ham (1990); da Cunha et al. (2002) it is also necessary
to compute the overall plant automaton. The reporter
map for the high-level abstraction is defined by label-
ing the low-level strings and for Zhong and Wonham
(1990) there is additional computational effort for ver-
ifying hierarchical consistency, whereas in da Cunha
et al. (2002), a supervisory control problem must be
solved for each low-level subsystem, corresponding to
a high-level string via the reporter map. For the tech-
nique of Lee and Wong (2002) the additional high-
level specificationEhi can be decomposed into two
local specificationspi(Ehi), i = 1,2 which leads to
low-level specifications with 8 states, each, and su-
pervised low-level plants with 17 states both, versus

7 states for the case without high-level control. Thus,
compared to our method the high-level specification
must be decomposed, which leads to relatively large
low-level supervisors.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Recent work in control of DES has been focused on
exploiting structural properties for reducing the com-
putational complexity of DES controller synthesis.
Our approach embeds a decentralized approach Lee
and Wong (2002) in a hierarchical control scheme
and it was shown that our architecture guarantees
nonblocking behavior of the controlled system. Fur-
thermore we pointed out that hierarchical consistency
need not be verified as it is directly implied by the pro-
posed control architecture. The computational benefit
of our method was illustrated by an example. Ongoing
work aims for weaker conditions guaranteeing non-
blocking behavior and the demonstration of our results
by a laboratory case study of a manufacturing system.
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